Melbourne itour Fusion - Is the synthesis of extremely high quality images,
panoramas and full motion video with incredibly powerful underlying
virtual tour technology that is so advanced, the resulting product changes
the standards of interactive virtual media forever leaving viewers awestruck.

Our New Virtual Tour Fusion System (VTFS) combines High Definition still
images, interactive panoramic images and captivating full motion video rolled
into one lightning fast and fully customizable presentation. It’s Amazing!

Step Into The Current Technology Arena
Greg Cust
(M) 0411 73 66 55
www.melbourneitour.com.au
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Most tour engines are big and
slow. Our fusion system is very
fast and entertains the viewer
during load as we preload media in
the background. We show the
viewer your brand and details.

Next the user will see the tour
interface load and is provided with
more details of the business such as
maps with precise location. The
interactive virtual media player is
now ready to launch.

Our Tools Page is laid out so
internet viewers can easily
press a single button to contact
you, print a brochure, share or
bookmark the tour, send the
tour to a social network site
like Facebook, Twitter &
Pinterest, download the tour to
CD, desktop or even You Tube
plus so much more !

Our Virtual Tours are fully
interactive and are the world's
most advanced, they can
contain a variety of extra
features including: HD photos,
voice over, PDF information, on
screen text, hot-spots, advanced
floor plans and are viewable on
all smart phones and tablets !

As the tour begins, the viewer can
scroll through 360 panoramas &
pictures etc..using the toolbar at the
bottom or hot spots over the
images. Buttons on the sides direct
the viewer to other applications.

As a commitment of our
service, we will email you
comprehensive weekly
statistics so you can monitor
the increase in traffic to your
website. We will also generate
a QR Code for your tour and
provide the necessary support,
codes and links to easily attach
the tour to your website !
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Gorgeous Flyers!
You loved our flyers before and now
itour Fusion gives you even more
amazing, elegant looking printable
flyers. Our new flyers come with our
Exposure Engine, have your QR Code
and online virtual tour link added and
make you look better than ever before!

DeepStats
Our DeepStats take Virtual Tour Traffic Reporting to
the next level by providing you and your clients with
more information than ever before. We now report
on the number of times your virtual tour has been
emailed, downloaded, shared on social sites, viewed
on a mobile phone, sent to others, accessed via QR
code, and all this is organised by day, month, quarter,
and year! You will also be able to track the number of
times various tools on the virtual tour are used such
as the E-Flyer, Printable Brochure or Download tour.
Finally we’re pleased to announce that you can now
login to your Agent toolbox and have your hit reports
go out to your clients from you, any day of the week.
This valuable information is yours with the click of a
mouse!

